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I. INTRODUCTION

Law schools are rethinking the traditional Langdellian classroom as they construct the law classroom of the future. Although the reform of legal education has long been heralded, law schools are now on the cusp of actual change. Carnegie’s Educating Lawyers and the Clinical Legal Education Association’s Best Practices for Legal Education are promoting a rethinking of the law classroom. Also
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2. See infra Part II.B.
encouraging the examination of legal education are changes in the incoming student population, such as the influx of students from the Millennial Generation; technological innovations; and shifting realities and economics of law practice, such as the increased focus on efficiency and collaboration. These changes are informed by recent developments in adult learning theory, neuroscience, and cognitive psychology. All of these sources lead to the conclusion that learning is best when students are self-regulating, engaged, and motivated learners, and when the learning process is active, experiential, collaborative, and reflective. One of the best ways to cultivate and develop this learning environment is to have students write a variety of assignments and receive content-specific feedback in a variety of courses.

To that end, this article serves as both inspiration and a resource for the law classroom of the future. The critical component is the inclusion of writing exercises that engage the students and enhance student learning to better prepare students for the practice of law. The featured exercises are drawn primarily from the authors' experiences teaching civil procedure, professional responsibility, and trusts and estates. The exercises range from in-class exercises that take as little as five minutes of class time to extended projects to be completed outside of the classroom. We will highlight the theoretical underpinnings, transferability of these exercises to other courses, and manner of assessment. Each exercise is designed to be academically rigorous, foster the development of self-regulated learners, and reflect the realities of current law practice.

II. FUTURE OF LEGAL EDUCATION

In some respects, the law school classroom of yesteryear is similar to the law school classroom of today. The American Colonial Lawyer had

3. See infra Part II.C.
4. See infra Part II.A.
5. See infra Part III.
6. See infra Part III.
7. See infra Part III.A-C.
8. See infra Part III.
few resources to learn his craft. Prior to 1776, only thirty-three books relating to law—including eight editions of the same one—were printed in America. Before 1776, there were no American printings of Edward Coke or any other English legal writer—other than Blackstone. Litchfield Law School was founded in 1784, and other law schools, such as Harvard and Yale, were founded in the mid-nineteenth century. Therefore, before the Civil War, an individual interested in pursuing the legal profession could serve through apprenticeship, law school, or a combination of both apprenticeship and law school. “Education tended to encourage the capacity for rote memorization and compartmentalization while trimming the sails of imagination.” After the founding of the American Bar Association in 1878, pressure to require formal legal education as a prerequisite to bar admission increased. In 1906, the Association of

12. CHARLES WARREN, A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN BAR 157 (1911).
13. Id. at 160.
14. The laws of England were influential in the development of law in the Colonies. For example, “[w]hen Georgia became an independent state, the English law of wills was adopted as the law of” Georgia. DANIEL H. REDFÉARN, A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE LAW OF WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES IN GEORGIA 89 (1923). In fact, even as late of 1923, gaps in law were filled—in part—by referencing decisions of English courts. See, e.g., id. at v. This treatise continues to be one of the most popular Georgia treatises and form books in the practice area and is currently a two-volume set in its Seventh Edition. MARY F. RADOIF, REDFÉARN: WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION IN GEORGIA (7th ed. 2008).
15. The graduates of the Litchfield Law School “included six federal cabinet officers, two Vice Presidents, more than one hundred Congressmen, twenty-eight U.S. Senators, fourteen state governors, three Justices of the United States Supreme Court, and thirty-four members of the highest courts in their respective states, including sixteen Chief Justices or Chancellors.” R. BLAIR ANDRUS, LAWYER: A BRIEF 5,000 YEAR HISTORY 297 (2009).
16. For an overview of the development of law schools, see generally id. at 299.
18. Fidler, supra note 17, at 81.
American Law Schools adopted the three-year post-graduate program for the study for law.\footnote{20} In the late 19th century, “a ‘true’ profession came to be identified with ‘rational, expert, neutral, universal, and verifiable knowledge.’”\footnote{21} Professor Christopher Columbus Langdell\footnote{22} of Harvard is credited with marrying law and science in part through the use of the Socratic Method and the case method.\footnote{23} The case method “fulfilled the latest requirements in modern [nineteenth century] education: it was ‘scientific’, practical and somewhat Darwinian.”\footnote{24} “Branding their view of the ‘scientific’ nature of the law as a justification for their power, lawyers became the new high priests of an increasingly legalistic, industrial society.”\footnote{25} Legal education continues to use the Socratic Method and focus on appellate cases.\footnote{26} Beyond that, however, legal education is changing.\footnote{27}


\footnote{21} Warren A. Seavey, The Association of American Law Schools in Prospect, 3 J. Legal Ed. 153, 159 (1950). Extending formal legal education from eighteen months to three years also occurred at Harvard Law School during Dean Langdell’s term as Dean of Harvard Law School. See Andrus, supra note 15, at 301. For an early critique of medical education, see Abraham Flexner, Medical Education in the United States and Canada: A Report to the Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching (1910).


\footnote{23} For a biography of Christopher Langdell, see Bruce A. Kimmell, The Inception of Modern Professional Education: C.C. Langdell 1826-1906 (2009).

\footnote{24} Christopher C. Langdell, Teaching Law as a Science, 21 Am. L. Rev. 121, 123-24 (1887). See also supra note 21, at 350 (“As scientific pursuits, professions came to be associated with higher learning; a place for a profession’s programme of instruction in a university curriculum guaranteed its status while the failure of a profession to secure such a place cast serious doubts upon its claims.”).


\footnote{26} Gerard W. Gawalt, Introduction, in The New High Priests, supra note 19, at vii.

Technological changes and the evolving nature of practice have impacted legal education. For instance, the conception and development of legal education...


of the skills curriculum is an example of this changing nature.\footnote{See, e.g., Duncan Alford, The Development of the Skills Curriculum in Law Schools: Lessons for Directors of Academic Law Libraries, 28 LEGAL REF. SERV. Q. 301, 304 (2009).} The past decade has marked resurgence in the examination of the future of legal education.\footnote{See also Benjamin H. Barton, A Tale of Two Case Methods, 75 TENN. L. REV. 233 (2007) (comparing legal education to the preparation provided by other professional schools).} As our nation and the global community grapple with increasingly-complex problems that depend on creative and thoughtful solutions, the importance of well-trained legal professionals will remain critical. This article suggests how legal education may perform its crucial role in more effective ways as we go forward.

A. Cognitive Psychology and Adult Learning Theory


design have become large and complex academic fields. In drawing upon those fields, our aim is not to summarize the entire body of research on learning. Indeed, the findings and theories from these academic disciplines are too broad and disparate to yield to an easy synthesis. Nonetheless, a brief overview of learning theory and cognitive psychology follows. We will then summarize certain important lessons from these fields for law teaching.

1. Educational Philosophy and Adult Learning Theory

A seminal figure in educational theory is the philosopher John Dewey, who was a leader in the progressive education movement of the first half of the 20th century. Progressive education and similar philosophies, such as the “project method” pioneered by Dewey’s disciple William Heard Kilpatrick of Columbia University, rejected traditional schooling that focuses on memorization, rote learning, and content. Dewey and Kilpatrick insisted that children should direct their own learning according to their interests as much as possible, and that learning comes primarily through experience and experimentation. Problem-solving should be at the core of the educational process, and the role of a teacher should be that of a guide as opposed to an authoritarian figure. Perhaps the basic idea behind progressive education is best captured in the aphorism of Plutarch: “the mind is not a vessel that needs filling, but wood that needs igniting . . . “

33. See infra Part II.A.1.
34. See infra Part II.A.1-2.
38. See THE CHILD AND THE CURRICULUM, supra note 36. See also The Project Method, supra note 37, at 319-95.
In the second half of the twentieth century, the field of adult learning was pioneered by Malcolm Knowles.\textsuperscript{40} He coined the term andragogy (for adult education) as opposed to pedagogy (for children).\textsuperscript{41} Knowles identified certain characteristics of adult learners:

- Adults are \textit{autonomous} and \textit{self-directed}. They need to be free to direct themselves. Their teachers must actively involve adult participants in the learning process and serve as their facilitators.

- Adults have accumulated a foundation of \textit{life experiences} and \textit{knowledge} that may include work-related activities, family responsibilities, and previous education. They need to connect learning to this knowledge/experience base.

- Adults are \textit{goal-oriented}. They therefore appreciate an educational program that is organized and has clearly defined elements. Instructors must show participants how this class will help them attain their goals.

- Adults are \textit{relevancy-oriented}. They must see a reason for learning something. Learning has to be applicable to their work or other responsibilities to be of value to them.

If one attempts to formulate the philosophy of education implicit in the practices of the new education, we may, I think, discover certain common principles amid the variety of progressive schools now existing. To imposition from above is opposed expression and cultivation of individuality; to external discipline is opposed free activity; to learning from texts and teachers, learning from experience; to acquisition of isolated skills and techniques by drill, is opposed acquisition of them as a means of attaining ends which make direct vital appeal; to preparation for a more or less remote future is opposed making the most of the opportunities of present life; to static aims and materials is opposed acquaintance with a changing world . . .

It is the cardinal precept of the newer school of education that the beginning of instruction shall be made with the experience learners already have; that this experience and the capacities that have been developed during its course provide the starting point for all further learning.

\textbf{Dewey, Experience and Education, supra} note 36, at 17-19.

\textsuperscript{40} See, e.g., M.S. Knowles, \textit{The Modern Practice of Adult Education: From Pedagogy to Andragogy} (2d ed. 1980).

\textsuperscript{41} See id. As Michael Schwartz has pointed out, although law students are adults, they vary greatly in age and life experiences. Schwartz, \textit{Teaching Law by Design, supra} note 35, at 363 (nonetheless, they are adult learners rather than children and the principles of adult learning provide insight into law students).
• Adults are *practical*, focusing on the aspects of a lesson most useful to them in their work. They may not be interested in knowledge for its own sake. Instructors must tell participants explicitly how the lesson will be useful to them on the job.

• As do all learners, adults need to be shown *respect*. Instructors must acknowledge the wealth of experiences that adult participants bring to the classroom. These adults should be treated as equals in experience and knowledge and allowed to voice their opinions freely in class.42

2. Cognitive Psychology

A central concept in cognitive psychology is the three-stage information processing model.43 Input first enters through the senses, then processed in short-term memory, and then transferred to long-term memory for storage and retrieval.44 The sensory register receives input from senses which lasts for no more than a few seconds and then disappears through decay or replacement.45 Much of the information never reaches short term memory, but all information is monitored at some level and acted upon if necessary.46 Sensory input that is important or interesting is transferred from the sensory register to the short-term memory.47 Memory can be retained here for up to twenty seconds or more if rehearsed repeatedly, and short-term memory can hold up to seven items.48 Long-term memory stores information from short-term memory for long-term use.49 Long-term memory has unlimited capacity.50 Deeper levels of processing, such as generating linkages between old and new information, are much better for successful retention of material.51 Another crucial concept from cognitive psychology is

---

45. *Id. at 14.*
46. *Id.*
47. *Id.*
48. *Id. at 14-15.*
49. *Atkinson & Schiffrin, supra note 44, at 15.*
50. *Id.*
“schema.” New information is compared to existing cognitive structures called schema, which are hierarchical structures for organizing memory. Schema may be combined, extended, or altered to accommodate new information. Additionally, meaningful information is easier to learn and remember; if information does not appear to have meaning, it is much less likely to be retained. Practicing or rehearsing improves retention, especially when it is distributed practice. By distributing practices, the learner associates the material with many different contexts rather than the one context afforded by mass practice.

It is important to note that cognitive theory deals with more than simply acquiring knowledge; the cognitive structures and processes that assist in retaining information also are crucial in applying that information to new areas.

3. Lessons for Law Teaching

Although educational philosophy, learning theory, and cognitive psychology are disparate disciplines with very different emphases, certain ideas or themes recur throughout the study of learning. To summarize in one sentence: Learning is best when students are self-regulating, engaged, and motivated learners, and when the learning process is active, experiential, collaborative, and reflective.

These concepts are particularly relevant to teaching and learning in law school. Each of these concepts will be described briefly below.

54. Id.
55. See e.g., Alice M. Thomas, Laying the Foundation for Better Student Learning in the Twenty-First Century: Incorporating an Integrated Theory of Legal Education into Doctrinal Pedagogy, 6 WIDENER L. SYMP. J. 49, 97 (2000) (explaining how Joseph D. Novak’s integrated theory of education can be used to “motivate students to learn meaningfully so they may creatively solve problems.”).
56. SOUSA, supra note 52.
57. Id.
58. See Gerald F. Hess, Heads and Hearts: The Teaching and Learning Environment in Law School, 52 J. LEGAL EDUC. 75, 102 (2002) (“Students learn better when they are actively engaged in the learning process.”).
Students learn best when their learning is self-regulated and their autonomy is supported.

Self-regulated learning (sometimes called expert learning) is the process by which students manage their own learning process. The self-regulated learner actively controls his or her own behavior and motivation; decides how, when, what, and where to study; looks for problems and tries to solve them; seeks opportunities for practice and feedback; and reflects back on the learning experience to plan improvement for the future.

There is promising recent research that better “autonomy support” leads to more effective learning among law students. In defining autonomy support, Sheldon and Krieger state:

Autonomy support has three prototypical features: (a) choice provision, in which the authority provides subordinates with as much choice as possible within the constraints of the task and situation; (b) meaningful rationale provision, in which the authority explains the situation in cases where no choice can be provided; and (c) perspective taking, in which the authority shows that he or she is aware of, and cares about, the point of view of the subordinate.

Sheldon and Krieger found that those students who experienced the greatest autonomy support from teachers performed better in law school, including higher GPAs and pass rates on the bar examination as well as higher subjective wellbeing and motivation.

For adult learners in particular, effective learning occurs when they can draw upon their prior knowledge and life experiences. Law study often seems entirely foreign to new students—we can help them by tying the new vocabulary, concepts, and skills to what they already know and to previous life experiences. Moreover, cognitive psychology suggests that drawing upon past experience and knowledge helps retention and transfer.

---

60. See generally Anthony S. Niedwiecki, Lawyers and Learning: A Metacognitive Approach to Legal Education, 13 WIDENER L. REV. 33 (2006); Boyle, supra note 52; Schwartz, supra note 35.
64. Id. at 883.
66. Thomas, supra note 55, at 90.
information is more likely to be retained if it connects to already-stored information.

Students learn best when they are motivated to learn and have a strong engagement with the subject.

There are many ways to motivate, but the best motivation occurs when the learning is goal-oriented. The goals of a course and of each component of the course should be made clear to the students. In addition, adult learners need to see the relevance of the subject matter to their lives. It is crucial for law students to see the real world application of the knowledge and skills to their future careers. Finally, students are more motivated to learn when the environment embodies mutual respect among students and teachers. Teachers should demonstrate that they value individual students and their experiences and goals. In respectful environments, students and teachers feel free to explore ideas, solve problems creatively, and challenge one another to grow. Intimidation and denigration cause many students to disengage.

Students learn best when they are active, not passive.

If there is one universal principle to be derived from research into learning, it is that active learning is more effective than passive learning. Students learn passively when they listen to a presenter and when they read a text. Although the so-called Socratic Method of the traditional law school classroom is more active than a lecture, the truth is that most law students are passively listening (at best!) during much of the class period.

68. Id. at 85.
69. Larson, supra note 65, at 123.
70. Id.
72. See Schuwerk, supra note 71, at 760-61.
73. See Dunlap, supra note 71, at 396.
74. See Schuwerk, supra note 71, at 759.
75. See Anderson, supra note 59, at 130.
77. See generally GERALD F. HESS & STEVEN FRIEDLAND, TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING LAW 15 (Carolina Academic Press 1999) (“Learning is not a spectator sport.”).
Students should be given the opportunity to practice what they are learning.

Cognitive psychology has taught us the need for active processing of information. In order for concepts first to make it into short-term memory, and then—just as importantly—to be stored in long-term memory for retrieval and use, active learning activities are crucial.

Learning should be collaborative.

Collaborative learning, in which students work together in small groups toward a common goal, can generate more learning than purely individual work. In true collaborative learning, the learners are responsible for one another’s learning as well as their own, so that the success of one learner helps other students to be successful. Collaborative learning swims against the current in modern legal education, which is highly competitive and often adversarial due to mandatory curves and detailed class ranking. There is evidence, however, that the active exchange of ideas within small groups not only increases interest among the participants but also promotes critical thinking. Numerous studies show that cooperative teams achieve higher levels of thought and retain information longer than learners who work quietly as individuals. Shared learning gives learners an opportunity to engage in discussion, take responsibility for their own learning, and thus become critical thinkers. Moreover, because we are educating for practice, it is crucial that law students learn to work collaboratively. In the practice of law, lawyers work in collaboration with others on a regular basis.

78. See Boyle, supra note 52, at 17.
79. See id.; see also Atkinson & Schiffrin, supra note 44, at 14-17.
81. See Reilly, supra note 80, at 593–94.
82. Zimmerman, supra note 80, at 971.
83. See id. at 990–91.
85. See Zimmerman, supra note 80, at 1002.
4. Reflection

Because professional education is designed to educate for practice, the knowledge we seek to impart is “knowledge-in-action” rather than pure technical rationality.86 Rather than simply applying predetermined rules or principles to a set of facts, professionals must often act when the landscape is uncertain or ambiguous.87 Knowledge-in-action refers to the kinds of knowledge we can only reveal in the way we carry out tasks and approach problems.88 The knowing is in the action.89 It is revealed by the skilful execution of the performance rather than simply learning the rules or principles involved.90 Moreover, learning from knowledge-in-action requires “reflection-in-action.”91 This is the kind of reflection that occurs while a problem is being addressed.92 Reflection-in-action includes challenging our assumptions.93 It is about thinking again, in a new way, about a problem we have encountered.94 Opportunities to reflect upon tasks, therefore, are crucial to learning from that experience.

B. MacCrate, Carnegie, and Best Practices

Almost as soon as formal legal education was established, educators called for reforms. For example, in 1931 it was stated that “the kind of lawyer today whom a young fellow would like to have as his guide in the study of law is too busy to train him.”95 The much-heralded call to mimic medical education has never gained significant traction.96 However, legal education is transforming.97 The strict reliance on a pure Socratic Method

87. Id. at 3.
88. Id. at 25.
89. Id.
90. Id. at 25-26.
91. Id. at 26.
92. EDUCATING THE REFLECTIVE PRACTITIONER, supra note 86, at 26.
93. Id. at 28.
94. Id. at 28.
95. See Warren Grice, 1 THE GEORGIA BENCH AND BAR: THE DEVELOPMENT OF GEORGIA’S JUDICIAL SYSTEM 262 (J.W. Burke Co. 1931).
96. Andrew J. Rothman, Preparing Law School Graduates for Practice: A Blueprint for Professional Education Following the Medical Profession Example, 51 RUTGERS L. REV. 875 (1999). See also Christine N. Coughlin, See One, Do One, Teach One: Dissecting the Use of Medical Education’s Signature Pedagogy in the Law School Curriculum, 26 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 361 (2010).
and the examination of cases has long since disappeared. The American Bar Association’s MacCrate Report invigorated examination of skills training. Yet the MacCrate Report did not prove a panacea for legal education, and calls for reform became louder. In the new millennium,

---


100. See, e.g., Chestek, supra note 99.

Carnegie’s *Educating Lawyers* and the Clinical Legal Education Association’s *Best Practices* have promoted law schools to critically re-examine their curricula. Based on the sheer number of articles published, Carnegie’s report and CLEA’s *Best Practices* have engendered a lot of interest. One reaction to these reports is reinforcement of the desire to incorporate professionalism and skills into the curricula. Knowledge, skills, and values are now being integrated into many law school courses. This effort, in part, aims to integrate an experiential component into courses. In the words of two authors, “[d]octrinal courses like contracts, torts, criminal law, and property can include skills and ethics dimensions in


which students research, write, plan, resolve, and advocate.\textsuperscript{109} Furthermore, law schools are even re-examining the traditional method of assessment, the single exam at the end of the semester.\textsuperscript{110}

C. Millennials

Quality teaching is produced by effective communication between a teacher and the student audience, which demands an appreciation of the generational nuances that may impact the learning environment for modern-day law students. Are current law students typically resourceful and independent, or team-orientated and motivated through collaborative learning approaches? Such information can prove valuable in the development of course materials and pedagogical strategies, and without this perspective a tremendous opportunity to improve classroom instruction may be lost. Further, it is important to recognize that whether the techniques used to teach law school courses and doctrinal or skills-based courses, like civil procedure, are effective may be significantly influenced by generational differences that exist within the student audience.\textsuperscript{111}

Arguably, student populations may be categorized as the Baby-Boomers, Generation X, or Millennials, each observed to have shared viewpoints that might influence learning styles.\textsuperscript{112} Most law students today

\textsuperscript{109} Miller & Garretson, \textit{supra} note 107, at 47.


are members of the generational group known as Millennials, who were born between 1981 and the mid-2000s and differ significantly from previous generations. For instance, Generation X students born between 1961 and 1980 are considered “goal driven,” in pursuit of “pragmatic outcomes[,]” while the Baby Boomer generation born between 1940 and 1960 has been viewed as confrontational and combative. Baby-Boomers view technology as a necessary evil to cope with, while members of Generation X and Millennials are adept at using technology and consider it a viable tool. Hence, generational differences may present some challenges but it is important that the pursuit of critical thinking skills not be lost. For legal education, students must learn to interpret facts and apply legal doctrine—regardless of their generational background.

Millennials grew up during the information era, with computers at home and access to and use of the internet as a functional part of their life. They prefer directness and action, and maintain a concern for social issues. Many Millennials had working mothers or grew up in a single-parent household. Moreover, Millennials seek positive guidance and feedback regarding their activities, which is consistent with achievement-oriented
态度和方法。^{119} 一个机会，即应用创新的教学策略，基于千禧一代的兴趣在反馈和他们的舒适水平的科技。^{120} 然而，千禧一代可能已经暴露于科技的整个生活，因此，对于学生来说，千禧一代能够整合他们的技能，并将之用于学术工作。^{121} 例如，起草的请求在法庭，允许学生通过视频或显示显示器，可以提供一个机会来考察联邦规则民事程序的申请要求，发现，和预审和后审运动。

此外，千禧一代被描述为他们愿意合作，提供一个分享学习经验的机会。^{122} 这为法律教育者提供了一个超越传统的机会。在教授和讨论中，鼓励学生参与，以课堂模拟的形式，允许千禧一代应用理论概念。^{123} 要做这些事情，可能只是失去一个刺激律师的机会。

D. Economy

法律的实践在改变。^{124} “增长的创造力来自客户，将更多的法律变得更少，律师将使用技术，不仅为流程的自动化和创新，而且发明新的流程。”^{125}
structure and mechanics of large law firms are changing.126 Legal education is also reacting to changes in the economy.127 In the midst of the worst economic downturn since the Great Depression, various sectors of the national economy have struggled, including lawyers and law firm practices.128 Law schools across the country have experienced a spike in applications while recent law school graduates have found job opportunities scarce.129 The private sector, in particular law firms, has been forced to respond to this economic environment by reconsidering their relationships with clients and business practices.130 No longer are client concerns and complaints about billable hours and exorbitant rates being ignored, and there are signs that the tight economy has caused law firms to give serious consideration to alternative billing models.131 Concepts like the “alternative fee arrangements,” which concentrate less on the numbers of hours billed and more on communication with clients and performance, are gaining support.132 These approaches go beyond some form of discount, the traditional response law firms have given to billing complaints. Today, the economic pressure has caused some law firms to impose flat-fee rates or project management principles to their billing models.133

Also, the search for cost-saving measures has compelled some law firms to review their independent capacity to provide some legal services and the potential benefits of outsourcing certain activities.134


126. For an examination of the development of large law firms, see Wayne K. Hobson, Symbol of the New Profession: Emergence of the Large Law Firm, 1870-1915, in THE NEW HIGH PRIESTS, supra note 19, at 3.


133. See Weiss, supra note 129.

that law firms exist because lawyers acting alone cannot manage production of complex legal services by themselves supports the organization of large law firms, rather than a sole legal contractor.\textsuperscript{135} While movement toward outsourcing of legal services may result in cost reduction and clients’ expectations that those savings will be passed along to them, a reduced value is placed on those outsourced legal services.\textsuperscript{136} By differentiating legal services ripe for outsourcing from those services that will be performed by the firm, arguably a decreased value is placed on the outsourced activities and may no longer support the need for high-priced first year associates who may have once used those legal services as a training opportunity.\textsuperscript{137} Hence, the firm of the future is in a stronger competitive position to the extent it can identify its expertise and most cost-efficient providers.\textsuperscript{138}

For legal education, this new economic reality suggests that law students may be expected to enter the profession with more well-defined skills and capabilities. Recommendations offered by the MacCrate and Carnegie reports as well as \textit{Best Practices} agree that law schools can do more to prepare students for practice.\textsuperscript{139} 

III. \textbf{PURPOSEFUL WRITING IN ACTION}

The translation of thoughts into written words assists in the development of analytical skills.\textsuperscript{140} This is the “writing to learn” approach embodied in the writing across the curriculum movement.\textsuperscript{141} Because of the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id. at 2142; see R.H. Coase, \textit{The Nature of the Firm}, 4 \textit{ECONOMICA} 386, 386, 390 (1937).
\item See id. at 2140-41; see also Stephen Denyer, \textit{Legal Outsourcing Remains High on the Agenda}, \textit{TIMES ONLINE}, Sept. 9, 2008, http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/law/article4703308.ece.
\item See Regan & Heenan, supra note 135, at 2191.
\item \textit{See generally LEGAL EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: AN EDUCATIONAL CONTINUUM} (American Bar Association 1992); \textit{SULLIVAN ET AL., supra} note 102; \textit{STUCKEY ET AL., supra} note 103.
\item For a selection of articles examining writing across the curriculum, see \textit{MICHAEL D. MURRAY & CHRISTY H. DESANCTIS, LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM: PROBLEMS AND EXERCISES} (2009); Nancy Levit, \textit{The Theory and the Practice—Reflective Writing Across the Curriculum}, 15 \textit{J. LEGAL WRITING INST.} 259, 265-66 (2009); Andrea McArdle, \textit{Writing Across the Curriculum: Professional Communication and the Writing that Supports It}, 15 \textit{J. LEGAL WRITING INST.} 247, 248 (2009); Susan E. Thrower, \textit{Teaching Legal Writing through Subject-Matter Specialties: A Reconception of Writing Across the Curriculum}, 13 \textit{J. LEGAL WRITING INST.} 3, 8 (2007); see, e.g., Pamela Lysaght, \textit{Writing Across the Law School Curriculum in Practice: Considerations for Casebook Faculty}, 12 \textit{J. LEGAL WRITING INST.} 191, 204-07 (2006); Carol McCreren Parker, \textit{Writing is Everybody’s Busi-}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
benefit of writing, writing has been incorporated into a variety of so-called doctrinal courses. Despite the benefits, professors may be nervous to embark on a path that seemingly entails collecting papers and providing detailed, written feedback throughout the semester. This section presents a variety of approaches to integrating writing into a doctrinal course. Although each of the exercises is grounded in a particular course, the approaches are readily adaptable to a variety of courses.

A. Purposeful Writing for Teaching Civil Procedure

The study of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure represents an important hurdle for law students because comprehension of the civil procedure rules and concepts impact a student’s ability to grasp broader legal doctrines. Throughout a student’s legal education, the ability to understand the significance that procedural rules and doctrines have on the posture of legal reasoning applied by the courts is important. Put another


\[\text{145. Also referred to herein as “FED. R. CIV. PRO.” and FRCP.}


\[\text{147. See generally Levine, supra note 146, at 480-90.}
way, student learning regarding doctrinal or skill-based concepts is advanced when the student is empowered to understand the procedural posture wherein doctrinal or skill-based concepts are at issue.\textsuperscript{148}

From the early days of their law school experience, students read judicial opinions, more often than not, with no formal introduction to jurisdictional matters, pleadings, discovery, joinder, preclusion, or a host of other subjects traditionally covered in civil procedure.\textsuperscript{149} However, legal educators expect students (sometimes first-year, first-semester students) to read and comprehend state and federal court judicial opinions on topics such as contract, property, and torts despite the students' limited exposure to civil procedure.\textsuperscript{150} Whether civil procedure is taught concurrently with other traditional first-year courses or shortly thereafter in the second year, students may study judicial opinions for various courses with scarce attention to and little appreciation for the procedural context of judicial opinions studied in various law school courses. As a curriculum development matter, this scenario may not be avoidable.\textsuperscript{151} However, the pervasive presence of civil procedure rules, doctrines, and concepts in virtually every judicial opinion a law student will ever read raises the stakes regarding the importance of the traditional civil procedure course.

Therefore, it is critical that faculty teaching civil procedure understand the exposure students have had to the subject and the likelihood that students may not appreciate the gravity of the subject matter. Teaching civil procedure should include a broad array of pedagogical approaches designed to challenge and motivate students.\textsuperscript{152} For students who are part of the Millennial generation, this effort to educate and even nurture students may be welcome and consistent with students' expectations. In particular, the civil procedure course should seek to impart both practical and analytical skills to law students. Analytical skills, such as case law and statutory analysis as well as the evaluation of legal doctrinal issues, are critical components of the rudimentary civil procedure course.\textsuperscript{153} In addition, students should exit the civil procedure course with an appreciation for the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{148} See generally id.
  \item \textsuperscript{149} Jennifer E. Spreng et al., \textit{It's all About the People: Creating a “Community of Memory” in Civil Procedure II Part One}, 4 PHOENIX L. REV. 183, 196 (2010).
  \item \textsuperscript{150} See Teply & Whitten, supra note 146, at 91-93.
  \item \textsuperscript{151} One reason may be because of the cost and time associated with practicing Civil Procedure skills, see e.g., Levine, supra note 146, at 480, 484-85.
  \item \textsuperscript{152} See Teply & Whitten, supra note 146, at 93.
  \item \textsuperscript{153} See id. at 91, 110.
\end{itemize}
skills necessary to draft pleadings, prepare and file motions, and manage the discovery process. 154

Writing exercises should be among the approaches faculty might consider to further student learning of civil procedure. 155 Legal writing provides a platform for students to examine civil procedure subject matter in a participatory fashion. Students are required to take ownership of their own learning through the use of various writing exercises and projects that highlight civil procedure rules, doctrines, and related subject matter. By pairing traditional lectures and Socratic teaching techniques with well-defined writing exercises, students are provided a checkpoint to examine their level of comprehension in a manner that allows for constructive criticism and feedback.

The development of legal writing exercises designed for civil procedure teaching should center on two fundamental goals: (1) doctrinal and rule application and (2) skill development. Perhaps the most challenging aspect of civil procedure is learning how the rules and doctrinal concepts function in typical litigation proceedings. The import of writing exercises provides an opportunity for students to experience application of civil procedure rules and doctrines in concentrated law-practice scenarios not ordinarily explored via the traditional case law review or problem-solving exercises. 156 Faculty should make discreet decisions regarding whether writing exercises may be most beneficial for student learning. 157 For example, students are highly unlikely to have any experience regarding the distinction between motions in lieu of an answer and an answer as a responsive pleading pursuant to Rule 12 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 158 A writing exercise regarding this subject area should be designed to amplify teaching opportunities regarding concepts such as notice pleading, timing obligations for pleadings, and affirmative defenses, as well as Rules 8, 11, and 12 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 159 Consider the following hypothetical

155. For another drafting exercise adapted to the civil procedure classroom, see Moving in the Direction of Best Practices, supra note 110 (outlining a complaint-drafting assignment). See also Alfred R. Light, Civil Procedure Parables in the First Year: Applying the Bible to Think Like a Lawyer, 37 GONZ. L. REV. 283 (2001).
156. See generally Levine, supra note 146, at 480, 490.
157. See Moving in the Direction of Best Practices, supra note 110, at 162 (2009) (advising “law professors to engage in a self-reflective and scholarly exploration of the pros and cons of various assessment methods in order to make informed decisions about whether to retain the status quo or to move in another direction.”).
158. FED. R. CIV. P. 12.
159. FED. R. CIV. P. 8; FED. R. CIV. P. 11; FED. R. CIV. P. 12.
exercise which centers on a request by a senior partner to a junior attorney to prepare a responsive pleading:

Please prepare an answer to the complaint (Civil Action No. 104-CV-02007-JOF) filed in recent weeks in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia, Atlanta Division, by the Plaintiff Craig Goaway. Plaintiff alleges four counts in the complaint against our client, the Department of Corrections consistent with Rule 8 of the Fed. R. Civ. P. We take no issue with Mr. Goaway’s contentions that he was employed as a computer data entry clerk from January 2005 until December 2008 and that he received “meeting expectations” performance reviews as noted in paragraphs 3, 4, and 5 of the complaint. Also, we do not challenge the jurisdictional grounds for the complaint as set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the complaint. However, our client denies that Mr. Goaway was not promoted because of his sex, and denies that Mr. Goaway’s supervisors and co-workers, all of whom were female, sexually harassed him in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Further, our client denies that Mr. Goaway was subjected to intentional infliction of emotional distress, or that the Georgia Department of Corrections breached an employment contract Mr. Goaway alleged to have with the state agency. The responsive pleading should include all viable affirmative defenses.

Students are divided into seven and eight-member groups and are given two days to prepare an answer consistent with Rule 12 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The drafting exercise requires students to act collectively and within specific time limitations. They are permitted to use the full panoply of research sources that would be available to practicing lawyers. As part of the exercise, students are intentionally not given a mock complaint to review as they prepare their answer but are advised of allegations raised in the complaint and the corresponding paragraph. As a result, students are forced to draft the caption as well as substantive responses to the allegations. This supports the skill-introduction goal of the writing exercise. Here again, faculty are offered an opportunity to highlight, for example, the requirements of Rule 12 and other useful devices such as Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Appendix of Forms, Forms 1, 30,

161. This aspect of the exercise can easily be modified to include a sample complaint for student reference. The draft complaint may also be provided to the class to facilitate the class discussion that reviews the submitted exercise.
Thus, this exercise facilitates learning and introduces students to skills necessary to draft pleadings ordinarily prepared in civil litigation.

In addition to the fundamental goals of facilitating student learning and skill development, legal writing exercises for civil procedure courses should satisfy identifiable objectives that demonstrate evidence of validity, reliability, and student motivation. The validity component should examine whether the writing exercise is purposeful in that it is focused upon analytical or practical skills germane to civil litigation. The reliability component should identify the doctrinal competencies sought to be illuminated, demystified, and studied vis-à-vis the writing exercise. Finally, the student motivation component recognizes that “learning tends to be more powerful when its motivation is internally generated by the learner’s belief in the usefulness of the learning.”

Civil procedure provides the student a noteworthy view of law practice that can be captured through contemporary writing opportunities. Consider the following exercise wherein students are asked to prepare a memorandum to support a senior colleague:

The current healthcare debate underway in Congress may result in landmark legislation that will have a tremendous impact on Americans from every segment of our nation. Among the provisions and/or features of the healthcare legislation under consideration is the mandatory conversion of medical records and/or related health information to an electronic or digital format. A senior partner with your firm has just entered your office and asked you to draft a memorandum addressing the advent of electronic medical records (EMR). She needs the memo Monday morning to prepare for an important meeting with clients from the healthcare industry that is also scheduled for Monday at noon.

The memo should address what consequences and concerns are likely to surface in civil litigation governed by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as a result of the comprehensive conversion of medical records to electronic form. In particular, how would the discovery process be affected by litigants seeking to discover or defend against the discovery of electronic medical records? For

---

each observation cited, provide relevant legal authority (i.e. case law; statutes, regulations, secondary legal resources, etc.).

The memo must not exceed two-pages and is due 8:30 a.m., Monday, October 12, 2009 — no exceptions. The universe of resources that may be used to prepare the memo includes all materials available in the law school library as well as information accessible on-line via Westlaw or LexisNexis.

Students are given two calendar days to complete this writing exercise and are required to work independently. The exercise provides a chance for students to consider the application of various discovery devices in the context of an emerging factual scenario. More specifically, this writing exercise prompts students to critically examine civil procedure rules like Rule 34, which governs the production of documents as well as electronically-stored information and protective orders pursuant to Rule 26(c).164

164. FED. R. CIV. P. 34(a)(1)(A) provides in part:

A party may serve on any other party a request within the scope of Rule 26(b):
(1) to produce and permit the requesting party or its representative to inspect, copy, test, or sample the following items in the responding party’s possession, custody, or control:
(A) any designated documents or electronically stored information — including writings, drawings, graphs, charts, photographs, sound recordings, images, and other data or data compilations — stored in any medium from which information can be obtained either directly or, if necessary, after translation by the responding party into a reasonably usable form . . . .

FED. R. CIV. P. 34(b)(2)(E) provides in part:

(E) Producing the Documents or Electronically Stored Information. Unless otherwise stipulated or ordered by the court, these procedures apply to producing documents or electronically stored information: (i) A party must produce documents as they are kept in the usual course of business or must organize and label them to correspond to the categories in the request; (ii) If a request does not specify a form for producing electronically stored information, a party must produce it in a form or forms in which it is ordinarily maintained or in a reasonably usable form or forms; and (iii) A party need not produce the same electronically stored information in more than one form.

FED. R. CIV. P. 26(c)(1) provides:

A party or any person from whom discovery is sought may move for a protective order in the court where the action is pending — or as an alternative on matters relating to a deposition, in the court for the district where the deposition will be taken. The motion must include a certification that the movant has in good faith conferred or attempted to confer with other affected parties in an effort to resolve the dispute without court action. The court may, for good cause, issue an order to protect a party or person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense, including one or more of the following:
(A) forbidding the disclosure or discovery;
Further, it can be helpful to give students an opportunity to experience how a series of decisions during the course of litigation may impact the application of civil procedure rules that are intended to reduce confusion and advance efficiency. Consider the following exercise:

**The Distinction or Conflict between the Rules**

*For the better part of a year, your client, ICM Global Communications, Inc., has been embroiled in a contentious lawsuit wherein the plaintiff has alleged that she was sexually harassed, constructively discharged, and subject to intentional infliction of emotional distress due to unwelcome sexual advances from her immediate supervisors Will Clinton and Lou Hefner. The plaintiff is suing the defendants ICM as well as Clinton and Hefner in their individual capacities.*

In recent months, the litigation has proceeded through the discovery phase and the depositions of Clinton and Hefner were taken a few weeks ago. During the Clinton and Hefner depositions, the deponents were asked several questions about ICM’s internal company policies related to sexual harassment prevention in the workplace and the company’s implementation of its non-harassment policy. While the deponents, Clinton and Hefner, testified that they each understood that ICM had policies prohibiting harassment in the workplace, they could not answer questions about the ICM’s comprehensive, company-wide efforts to implement its non-harassment policies.

Shortly thereafter, the plaintiff’s attorney served defendant with a Notice of Deposition pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(6) demanding that defendants produce someone who could address questions related to ICM’s non-harassment policy and the

(B) specifying terms, including time and place, for the disclosure or discovery;
(C) prescribing a discovery method other than the one selected by the party seeking discovery;
(D) forbidding inquiry into certain matters, or limiting the scope of disclosure or discovery to certain matters;
(E) designating the persons who may be present while the discovery is conducted;
(F) requiring that a deposition be sealed and opened only on court order;
(G) requiring that a trade secret or other confidential research, development, or commercial information not be revealed or be revealed only in a specified way; and
(H) requiring that the parties simultaneously file specified documents or information in sealed envelopes, to be opened as the court directs.
company’s implementation of that policy. The defendants filed a Motion to Quash the 30(b)(6) Notice of Deposition and sought a Protective Order that would bar any effort to compel an ICM official to appear for such a deposition. Defendants’ primary argument is that ICM’s non-harassment policy has been produced in discovery in response to Plaintiff’s First Request for Production of Documents authorized by Fed. R. Civ. P. 34, and that the document speaks for itself. Further, defendants contend that their Responses to Plaintiff’s First Interrogatories, authorized by Fed. R. Civ. P. 33, which question the implementation of the ICM non-harassment policy make it clear that all employees are informed about the policy and that failure to comply with the policy may result in disciplinary action, including termination. Thus, defendants contend that the 30(b)(6) deposition is intended to harass the defendant and not likely to lead to admissible evidence, and should therefore be quashed.

Upon receipt of the Motion to Quash and Plaintiff’s Response in Opposition to the Motion to Quash, the Magistrate Judge convened a status conference with the parties and their attorneys. The parties compromised and agreed that the 30(b)(6) deposition would proceed, but that the Notice would specify the issues that would be addressed during the deposition. In pertinent part, the Notice stated that the “ICM representative would be prepared to answer questions about the ICM non-harassment policy and actions taken to implement the policy company-wide.”

The 30(b)(6) deposition was scheduled for this morning October 27, 2010 at 9:00 a.m. per the Notice, and Melvin Gibson, Executive VP for Global Operations, will appear as the ICM representative. After more than an hour of questions during the deposition that addressed the ICM non-harassment policy and the manner in which the policy was implemented across the company, counsel for the plaintiff began to ask Gibson questions about the plaintiff’s allegations that Clinton and Hefner made unwelcome sexual advances. Gibson was asked to explain why he failed to protect plaintiff from sexual harassment by Clinton and Hefner. As the attorney representing ICM during the deposition, you object and instruct Gibson not to answer the question on the grounds that the question is outside the scope of the 30(b)(6) Deposition Notice pursuant to the parameters agreed to following the Magistrate Judge’s status conference and set out in the Deposition Notice.
Plaintiff’s counsel contends that Gibson is compelled to answer any question posed during the deposition to which he has personal knowledge pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26.

What are the strongest arguments that support the positions of the parties? What authority supports defense counsel’s decision to instruct Gibson not to answer plaintiff’s question? Assuming plaintiff’s questions to Gibson are outside the scope of the 30(b)(6) deposition notice, how should the Magistrate Judge rule on defense counsel’s objection? Should defense counsel file a Motion for a Protective Order? Why or why not? Can Gibson be compelled to answer plaintiff’s counsel’s questions about failing to protect his client from Clinton and Hefner pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 37?

Provide a responsive memo not to exceed two single-spaced pages with supporting authority. Your response is due on Friday, October 29, 2010 at 3:00 p.m.

In this exercise, students are forced to ponder the distinction between deposition formats and the consequences for challenging the use of this discovery device after being given an opportunity to confer with the presiding judge and opposing counsel. This approach is consistent with the findings set out in the Best Practices in Legal Education report published in 2007 which called for the law schools to, among other things, integrate the teaching of theory, doctrine, and practice, as well as employ context-based instruction. The above civil procedure writing exercise strives to place students in the context of a fluid litigation situation where the student is required to think through writing about the relative consequences of making decisions during a deposition—instructing a deponent not to answer a question—and alternative offensive and defensive motions that may flow from those decisions.

Classroom writing exercises provide an excellent opportunity to survey students’ application of analytical reasoning skills regarding civil procedure rules and doctrines. Too often the only view available to assess students’ understanding, or misunderstanding, of civil procedure subject matter is the final exam paper. Should the civil procedure classroom of the future be

165. See generally SULLIVAN ET AL., supra note 102; see also Stefano Moscato, Teaching Foundational Clinical Lawyering Skills to First-Year Students, 13 J. LEGAL WRITING INST. 207, 217-28 (2007).
166. See, e.g., Moving in the Direction of Best Practices, supra note 110, at 160-61.
167. See id. at 161.
confined to a teaching philosophy or approach without regard to its impact of student learning? Or, should the civil procedure classroom of the future be nimble and flexible, with the capability to adapt? Targeted writing exercises can provide teaching faculty valuable insight as to whether a particular teaching methodology is effective or whether certain adjustments should be made in the classroom to improve student comprehension.

Another challenge that confronts a teacher of the traditional civil procedure course involves the amount of time available to cover important subject matter. Whether the course is designed as a four-hour, one-semester class or a six-hour, two-semester class, the quantity and complexity of the course material is substantial. Subject areas such as personal jurisdiction, subject-matter jurisdiction, pleadings, joinder, discovery, and pre-trial and post-trial practice are time-consuming topics that require particular attention. However, other subject areas like removal, multi-party litigation, appeals, and preclusion often are given less time for coverage. To the extent certain civil procedure topics cannot be given sufficient time for in-class coverage, writing exercises may provide the opportunity to introduce concepts and doctrines that might not otherwise be addressed in the traditional course. Consider the following writing exercise:

*Students are to prepare a two-page memorandum regarding the definition and utilization of a supersedeas bond in the context of post-trial litigation strategy. Students have forty-eight hours to complete the writing exercise.*

While describing the supersedeas bond may be straightforward, a written explanation regarding the use of the device requires students to conceptually explore the post-trial process and the array of decisions that litigators may consider. Furthermore, this exercise allows teaching faculty to use time or a time-line to place the civil procedure process into context. While students may gravitate to pre-trial subject areas like discovery or summary judgment, important post-trial concepts may get limited attention.

---


169. See Law School Required Curriculum, HOWARD UNIVERSITY, supra note 168; First Year Curriculum, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL, supra note 168; First-year Curriculum, DUKE LAW ACADEMICS, supra note 168; 2008-2010 Catalog, OHIO NORTHERN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LAW, supra note 168.
and perhaps create the erroneous impression among students that post-trial matters are less important.

B. Professional Responsibility

Exercise on the Duty of Confidentiality

This is an exercise used when we begin our discussion of the professional duty of confidentiality. It is a “think-pair-share” (or better, “write-pair-share”) exercise that forces students to grapple not only with the extent of the confidentiality obligation under the rules, but also to explore their own developing notions of the proper professional role.\(^\text{170}\) Having students write their initial response and then discuss their response with two or three other students is essential to engaging the entire class on these issues.

The exercise is based upon a gut-wrenching true story of two lawyers and how they dealt with the duty of confidentiality. Students first read the following article: “Following Professional Rules—And a Moral Compass,” by Maria Kantzavelos.\(^\text{171}\) The article tells of two retired Chicago public defenders whose client admitted to them in 1982 that he had committed a murder that another man was convicted for and sentenced to life imprisonment.\(^\text{172}\) They kept this information secret for twenty-six years while their client served time in prison for another murder.\(^\text{173}\) Meanwhile, the man who was wrongfully convicted spent twenty-six years in prison for a crime he did not commit.\(^\text{174}\) The article describes the two lawyers’ moral and professional dilemma.\(^\text{175}\) According to one of the lawyers, their moral and professional duty was clear (even if profoundly uncomfortable): they could not reveal the information from their client without exposing him to the possibility of the death penalty.\(^\text{176}\) “How could I possibly do anything with the information without jeopardizing my client’s life? . . . His life was in my hands.”\(^\text{177}\) On the other hand, a man spent twenty-six years in prison


\(^{172}\) Id.

\(^{173}\) Id.

\(^{174}\) Id.

\(^{175}\) Id.

\(^{176}\) Id.

\(^{177}\) Id.
for a crime he did not commit. The lawyers had information that could have freed him, but chose not to reveal it.

**Exercise:**

Write a short memo in which you answer these questions.

1. Assume ABA Model Rule 1.6 applies. Discuss whether any of the six exceptions to confidentiality set forth in 1.6(b) apply, thereby giving the lawyers discretion to reveal the information if they choose.

2. If you found that one or more exceptions apply, would you reveal the information? (Even if an exception applies, a lawyer is not required by the rule to reveal confidential information.) If you found that no exception applies, would you nonetheless reveal the information, even if it meant you are subject to discipline?

After twenty minutes, students are assigned to groups of three or four in which they discuss their memos and the answers to the two questions. After about ten minutes, the class comes back together and we discuss their answers as a whole. We first discuss the applicability of the exceptions in Rule 1.6. I ask for students who found an exception or exceptions to explain why, and then I have students who found no exception to argue the other side. This discussion can last for quite a while, because there is at least a colorable argument for each of the six exceptions under 1.6(b).
On the other hand, the better argument is probably that none of the exceptions apply here. In any event, it is a fruitful way to begin to explore the scope of the exceptions under 1.6(b).

Next, we discuss the more personal question of whether the students would reveal the information. This generally leads to spirited discussion of the duty of loyalty to one’s client versus the moral obligation to an innocent third person. The discussion reveals fundamental issues concerning the lawyer’s role and forces students to examine their own emerging professional identity. This discussion can also take a good deal of time if you wish.

**Consentability of Concurrent Conflicts of Interest**

This is a writing exercise in the professional responsibility class designed to help students understand when conflicts are consentable and when they are not. In actually drafting the “informed consent” letter to the client, students more readily recognize the nature of conflict of interest and why certain conflicts may not be consented to. It also allows for a deeper understanding of the nature of fiduciary duty and the professional identity of the lawyer.

The exercise is based on a lawyer discipline case, *Iowa Supreme Court Disciplinary Board v. Clauss*. Clauss represented National Management Corporation, which retained him to collect past due rental payments from Clark. Clark told Clauss that she could not pay her debt because she had been enjoined by a former employer (based on a covenant not to compete) and could not run her business. Clauss agreed to represent her and try to recover her money. That way, he reasoned, Clark could operate her business and make money to pay National.

Clauss correctly recognized that, although the plan could be beneficial for all involved, problems could arise from the dual representation. Therefore, he sent letters to each client and got them to waive the

---

(5) to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a controversy between the lawyer and the client, to establish a defense to a criminal charge or civil claim against the lawyer based upon conduct in which the client was involved, or to respond to allegations in any proceeding concerning the lawyer’s representation of the client; or

(6) to comply with other law or a court order.

182. *See id.*
183. 711 N.W.2d 1 (Iowa 2006).
184. *Id.* at 2.
185. *Id.*
186. *Id.*
187. *Id.*
188. *Clauss*, 711 N.W.2d at 2.
conflict.\textsuperscript{189} He proceeded to represent Clark and collected some money for her, but Clark never paid any money to National.\textsuperscript{190}

In this disciplinary case, the court held that Clauss was subject to discipline and suspended him for six months.\textsuperscript{191} Although each client signed a purported waiver of the conflict, the court held that the lawyer did not sufficiently advise these clients of the conflict.\textsuperscript{192} His letters essentially said “I . . . bring this matter to your attention by way of full disclosure[,]” but did not describe in any detail the risks of multiple representation and the effect on counsel’s ability to provide competent and diligent representation to each client.\textsuperscript{193}

**Exercise:**

*In discussing this case in class, students quickly recognize that the lawyer should have done more to advise these clients of the conflict. That naturally leads to a discussion of what the letter should have included. I then divide them into groups of three or four to collaborate and write a letter to the clients that would have sufficiently advised them of the conflict. I give them about fifteen minutes for this task. At the end of this period, they turn in the letters to me. (A variation on the exercise is to have students write their own drafts individually and then work together to come up with a joint letter).*

Most students write a letter in which they emphasize the benefits of common representation and ask the clients to consent. Some students, however, recognize that this conflict is actually “nonconsentable.” That is, in the act of describing, *in writing*, the risks of common representation, they realize that a reasonable lawyer could not conclude that he or she could provide competent or diligent representation to both parties (as required under Rule 1.7(b)(1)).\textsuperscript{194}

At the beginning of the next class period, we do a role-play of the lawyer having a follow-up session with the client. I play the client and choose one of the students who thought the conflict was consentable to be the lawyer. In the role of the client, I ask questions and raise concerns that the students had not considered.

\textsuperscript{189} Id. at 2-3.
\textsuperscript{190} Id. at 3.
\textsuperscript{191} Id. at 5.
\textsuperscript{192} See id.
\textsuperscript{193} *Clauss*, 711 N.W.2d at 2.
\textsuperscript{194} *Model Rules*, supra note 180, at R. 1.7(b)(1).
This exercise is an example of the “think-pair-share” technique. In requiring the students to put the disclosures in writing, they more readily see the problems with the joint representation (as opposed to simply discussing what must be disclosed). By working in teams, they gain the benefit of others’ insights, and they are generally more accountable and engaged when they work together.

This exercise also is fruitful for a discussion of professional identity (the third apprenticeship of Carnegie). Many students quickly see the benefits of the common representation (especially for the lawyer) but ignore the risks of problems that may arise. This can lead to a rich discussion of the fundamental nature of fiduciary duty and how lawyers must regularly subordinate personal interest to the interest of clients. In fact, that leads to the next exercise, in which the students—as junior associates—write a letter to the senior partner telling him or her why the joint representation suggested by the partner is in fact not a good idea, and is likely a violation of the rules.

Non-Engagement Letter

This is another “write-pair-share” exercise, this time on the issue of whether an attorney-client relationship has been formed. It is based upon a malpractice case in which a lawyer allegedly let the statute of limitations run in a negligence action. The lawyer defended on the ground that he never agreed to represent the plaintiff in that case. Communication between lawyer and prospective client was entirely oral; the prospective client asserted that the lawyer told her she did not have a case, but the lawyer denied such an assertion. The court credited client’s version of the conversation, and, accordingly, the lawyer did have a duty to the client. In discussing the case, students quickly recognize that the best way for a

195. See Blumenfeld, supra note 170, at 122-23, 129 (explaining the basic concept of Think-Pair-Share).
196. See id. at 122-23.
197. See id. at 122-23.
198. See generally SULLIVAN ET AL., supra note 102.
199. See, e.g., MODEL RULES, supra note 180, at R. 1.7(b)(2), which provides in part:

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation involves a concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of interest exists if:

(2) There is a significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be materially limited by the lawyer’s responsibilities to another client, a former client or a third person or by a personal interest of the lawyer.

200. See Blumenfeld, supra note 170, at 122-23, 129.
lawyer to avoid such a problem is to send the client a letter confirming that the lawyer will not take the client’s case.

Exercise:

In groups of three or four, students must draft just such a “non-engagement” letter. They are given fifteen to twenty minutes to draft the letter, and they turn them in at the end of class. I read through them before the next class, and we begin the next class with a discussion of some sample letters, displayed for viewing with an overhead or document camera.

C. Trusts and Estates

Trusts and Estates is one of the oldest areas of law.201 It is also a growing practice area.202 The Trusts and Estates course presents a perfect opportunity to merge doctrinal knowledge with skills, including a variety of transactional skills.203 Infusion of transactional skills, which involves counseling, negotiation, and drafting, complements the law school’s overall curriculum.204 In addition, this infusion creates a positive, constructive

201. The oldest, known written will is Ancient Egyptian. See generally VIRGIL M. HARRIS, ANCIENT, CURIOUS, AND FAMOUS WILLS 10–48 (1911) (describing the content of a will from the time of Amenemhat III). However, the origin of wills probably precedes written communication. See ALISON REPPY & LESLIE J. TOMPKINS, HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY BACKGROUND OF THE LAW OF WILLS: DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION, PROBATE AND ADMINISTRATION 2 (1928).

202. A 2009 poll conducted on ABAJournal.com listed elder law as one of seven practice areas, in addition to bankruptcy that were thriving in this economy. Deborah L. Cohen & Julie Kay, Where the Work Is: Lawyers Recommend These Practice Areas in Recessionary Times, ABA JOURNAL, Aug. 1, 2009, http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/where_the_work_is/ (listing (1) alternative dispute resolution, (2) prepaid legal services, (3) environmental and energy law, (4) consumer protection, (5) debt collection, (6) elder law, and (7) labor law).


204. For a selection of articles, see Peter Siviglia, Designs for Courses on Drafting Contracts, 12 SCRIBES J. LEGAL WRITING 89, 91, 95 (2008); Rachel Arnow-Richman, Contracts Teaching: A Bibliography, 26 U. HAW. L. REV. 489, 489 (2004); Deborah A. Schmedemann, Finding a Happy Medium: Teaching Contract Creation in the First Year, 5 J. ALWD 177, 177, 179-80, 184-85 (2008); Chomsky & Landsman, supra note 142, at 1545-46.
perspective to the course. Certainly students can be asked to write a complete will, codicil, trust, or other estate-planning document. However, without proper foundation in the principles of drafting, such an extensive writing exercise can become an overwhelming experience for students, who are faced with a seemingly inexhaustible supply of poorly constructed forms, and be an overwhelming experience for the professor, who is faced with the need to provide written, individualized feedback for eighty students. For that reason, this section highlights five in-class exercises that can be used to introduce drafting concepts to the students and prepare students for more extensive drafting assignments.

1. Writing Prompts

An efficient and effective method to integrate quick writing into the classroom is the use of writing prompts. Requiring students to focus on a particular question and physically write the response channels the class energy. Articulating written responses to the writing prompts also promotes reflection and nurtures self-regulated learning. Index cards can be distributed so that the students actually handwrite their responses to the selected prompts, usually with one prompt per side of the index cards. The student responses may serve as the basis for an immediate class discussion or the cards can be submitted to the professor after class to inform approaches for subsequent class meetings. The review of the cards allows the professor to peek into each student’s thought process on selected topics. Writing prompts can be used throughout the semester to pull the class out of a Socratic stupor.

205. For other exercises in the area of trusts and estates, see generally Roger W. Andersen & Karen Boxx, Skills & Values: Trusts and Estates (2009).
207. There is great value to the students writing the full documents. One way of incorporating this experience into the curriculum is to develop a free standing drafting course. Many schools now offer a contract drafting course. At Mercer, Trusts and Estates Drafting is a two credit hour course that allows students to write seven common estate planning documents: engagement letter, Will, codicil, inter vivos trust, financial power of attorney, advance directive, and disengagement letter. Because the course is limited to twenty-four students, students receive individualized feedback on each submitted assignment, along with the opportunity to revise all documents for the compilation of a form file.
209. See Niedwiecki, supra note 60, at 61 (2006); Boyle, supra note 52, at 19; Levit, supra note 141, at 253-54; see generally Schwartz, supra note 35, at 456; Karen L. Koch, “What Did I Just Do?” Using Student-Created Concept Maps or Flowcharts to Add a Reflective Visual Component to Legal Research Assignments, 18 PERSPECTIVES: TEACHING LEGAL RES. & WRITING 119, 119-20 (2010).
210. The students may also write their answers on a class blog.
211. See Sophie Sparrow, Focus Writing for Doctrinal Classes, THE LAW TEACHER 8 (2010).
The number of useful writing prompts is endless. Below is a selection of generic writing prompts that are relevant for all courses:

- The topic I understood the least today/this week/this month/this semester was;
- The topic I understood the best today/this week/this month/this semester was;
- The case that confuses me the most is;
- The case that I found the most helpful was;
- The one question I wish someone had asked today is;
- At this point in the semester, the concept/doctrine that I understand the best is;
- At this point in the semester, the concept/doctrine that I understand the least is;
- When it comes to comma usage, I feel;\(^{212}\)

2. Streamlining

Critical reading is a valuable skill for both students and lawyers.\(^{213}\) The ability to parse language is a component of critical reading.\(^{214}\) The Socratic dialogue fosters the ability to orally communicate this understanding. A writing exercise can also foster this understanding. Critical reading can be paired with a writing exercise. For instance, students can be instructed to critically read one sentence to one paragraph and streamline the text while

---

\(^{212}\) This prompt can serve as a proxy for a student’s assessment of his or her writing skills.


preserving the original meaning. The students must then interpret the text and revise it as appropriate. By engaging with the text and promoting the use of critical reading, critical thinking, and communication skills, the exercise encourages the review of language to prevent the mindless replication of language in documents of all kinds. Below is an example of a streamlining exercise:

Exercise

Review the following traditional introduction to a will. Determine the function and purpose of each of the words or phrases used. Then decide which words or phrases may be omitted. If needed, additional words may be used.

In the name of God, amen. I, JESSICA CARPENTAR, residing in Bibb County, Georgia, being now of sound and disposing mind hereby declare, make, and publish this as my Last Will and Testament, hereby revoking all prior wills and codicils by me heretofore made by me.215

This exercise grounds class discussions by focusing on language that students may skim. The students must formulate the function and purpose of the wording while recognizing that some wording has lost its function. For example, the opening phrase “In the Name of God, Amen” is an antiquated invocation that has not been in consistent use since the 1930s.216 Students can thus omit this phrase without altering the meaning of the text. There are multiple ways to streamline this example. As such, the professor need not provide individualized feedback on the writing exercise. Rather, possible answers could be written on the white board, typed on a projected computer screen, or displayed on a document projector.

3. Word Bank

A grade school exercise can be adapted to the law school classroom: the word bank.217 This is an in-class exercise that promotes the writing-to-learn

215. One possible answer is the following: I, Jessica Carpenter, of Bibb County, Georgia, declare this to be my Last Will and revoke all my prior Wills and Codicils.
216. Karen J. Sneddon, In the Name of God, Amen: Language in Last Wills and Testaments, 29 QUINNIPIAC L. REV. 665, 698-99 (2011) (citing Harry Hibschman, Whimsies of Will-Makers, 66 U.S. L. REV. 362, 367 (1932) (identifying the 1930s as the latest time that this introduction was being used)).
217. For an examination of the application of early education principles to legal education, see Leah M. Christensen, Going Back to Kindergarten: Considering the Application of Waldorf Education Principles to Legal Education, 40 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 315, 317-21 (2007). For an exploration of theo-
concept of writing across the curriculum. Not only is this exercise completed in class, but the students receive immediate feedback by the ensuing class discussion. There are no papers to collect and individually mark.

The word bank exercises provide each student with a defined universe of words or phrases. Using all the words or phrases, the students then individually or in groups, write the excerpt. The defined set of words or phrases establishes parameters for the assignment, and the visual manipulation of the words or phrases encourages the students to think creatively about how to cobble together the words or phrases. Additionally, students can weigh the value of the different constructions. The class discussion can then explore the multiple ways to combine the words or phrases and then explore the different consequences of each combination. The exercise can be made more tactile by placing the words or phrases on slips of paper for the students to physically manipulate. The structure of this exercise, which is generally different from many writing exercises, cultivates a sense of enthusiasm in the classroom. This type of exercise facilitates the processing of any so-called boilerplate provision, but this exercise could also be adapted to jury instructions or a statute.

**Exercise**

**Word Bank**

*Using the designated word bank, write the specific bequest. You must use all the words in the word bank. Insert the appropriate punctuation.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>to</th>
<th>antique</th>
<th>Louise</th>
<th>survives</th>
<th>brooch</th>
<th>my</th>
<th>favorite</th>
<th>me</th>
<th>daughter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>if</td>
<td>give</td>
<td>diamond</td>
<td>my</td>
<td>she</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>emerald</td>
<td>Reynolds</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ries of play in the classroom, see Bryan Adamson et al., *Can the Professor Come Out to Play? Scholarship, Teaching, and Theories of Play*, 58 J. LEGAL EDUC. 481, 485, 488 (2008).


219. For an exploration of other visual techniques to promote learning, see Angela Passalacqua, *Using Visual Techniques to Teach Legal Analysis and Synthesis*, 3 J. LEGAL WRITING INST. 203, 205, 208-09 (1997).


Phrase Bank

Using the designated phrase bank, write a Perpetuities Savings Clause. You must use all the phrases in the phrase bank.

| all property of every trust created under this Will | who was in life at the date of my death unless sooner vested as provided herein. | to prevent any possible violation of the Rule against Perpetuities |
| and this provision should be so construed. | at the expiration of twenty-one (21) years | The purpose of this provision is |
| after the death of the last surviving beneficiary of this Will | Anything in this Will to the contrary notwithstanding. | shall vest in and be distributed to the persons then entitled to the income from such property |

There are multiple constructions. Two possible constructions are the following:

A. I give my favorite antique diamond and sapphire brooch to my daughter, Louise Reynolds, if she survives me.

B. Anything in this Will to the contrary notwithstanding, all property of every trust created by this Will shall vest in and be distributed to the persons then entitled to the income from such property at the expiration of twenty-one (21) years after the death of the last surviving beneficiary of this Will who was in life at the date of my death unless sooner vested as provided herein. The purpose of this provision is to prevent any possible violation of the Rule against Perpetuities, and this provision should be so construed.

The variety of possible answers forces the students to consider the choices in construction and the implications of each choice. For example, placing the word “favorite” before “daughter” rather than “diamond” infuses quite a different feel, with different audience reactions, especially if the testator has two daughters.

4. Story Starter

Cooperative and collaborative learning can be fostered by the use of a version of a common car game to structure a writing assignment: story

---

222. For instances where it is too confusing to break the excerpt into individual words, the excerpt can be broken into phrases.

223. This provision is based on the Perpetuities Savings Clause found in RADFORD, supra note 14, at § 17:40.
starter. In the car game version of story starter, one person begins a story by sharing one sentence. The story is then picked up by the next person who adds one sentence. Then another person adds a sentence and so on and so forth until the story develops. Unexpected loops and twists in the plot—not to mention hilarity—ensue. Although it may seem somewhat gimmicky, the sharing of authorship mimics the collaborative writing process where multiple authors must join voices to produce one seamless document. The structure also reinforces to the students that English, with over six hundred thousand words, offers an almost infinite number of grammatically-correct constructions. The use of particular phrasing can, however, limit options for subsequent writers. For example, consistent term use is important to avoid ambiguity.

To incorporate story starter into the classroom, the professor can divide the class into groups and provide an initial sentence or two that establishes the frame of the assignment. The assignment could be an engagement letter, letter of intent, or complaint. Once each group completes the assignment, whether in class or outside of class, a class discussion can focus on the content of the assignment as well as the stylistic conventions used.

**Exercise**

You will be forming a group of four to write a transmittal letter to Pauline. Rather than writing as a group, each group member will be contributing one sentence at a time. So, one member of the group will write the first sentence of the letter. The next member of the group will write the second sentence of the letter, the third member of the group will write the third sentence, the fourth member of the group will write the fourth sentence, the first member of the group will write the fifth sentence, and so forth until the entire letter is complete. Write your letter directly on this handout, using the back if necessary. You will be submitting the letter to me. Because I will be returning a copy of the letter to each member of

---


225. For an examination of collaborative writing, see Lisa Ede & Andrea Lunsford, SINGULAR TEXTS/PLURAL AUTHORS: PERSPECTIVES ON COLLABORATIVE WRITING (1990).


227. If a speaker is interrupted at a random point in a sentence, there are on average about ten different words that could be inserted at that point to continue the sentence in a grammatical and meaningful way. (At some points in a sentence, only one word can be inserted, and at others, there is a choice from among thousands; ten is the average). Steven Pinker, *The Language Instinct* 85 (1994).
the group, each group member should write his or her name in the space below.

In the letter, you will inform Pauline that you have enclosed the draft dispositive provisions for her review. You will also highlight at least five points about the dispositive provisions that you would like to draw her attention to and to receive her specific input regarding the finalization of those provisions. Include any other information, such as a timeframe, that you think appropriate.

Group Members:
1. __________________________ 2. __________________________
3. __________________________ 4. __________________________

Dear Pauline,

This collaborative writing experience incorporates aspects of the preferred learning method of the Millennial generation and foreshadows the collaborative writing experience of practice. While admittedly, this exercise pushes the collaborative nature further than collaborative writing typically done in practice, the exercise underscores the requirement of substantive accuracy as well as the value of consistent word choice, dovetailing, transitions, thesis sentences, and conclusions.

D. Feedback and Assessment

Feedback is a critical component in the law classroom of the future. Formative assignments, in terms of individual assignments, can be given throughout the semester leading up to the summative assignment of the final exam. Feedback can be individualized, written reactions on individual assignments. However, feedback is not limited to just individualized, written comments. For instance, after students complete an assignment, the professor may distribute a “model answer.” Depending on the allocation of class time, students may annotate the answer or the answer may be

---

228. See supra Part II.C.
230. STUCKEY ET AL., supra note 103, at 191 (historically, law schools have not focused on the provision of feedback).
231. See id. at 82 (noting that individual interaction and individual feedback are crucial for an effective education).
annotated by the professor to explain the particular approach identified. Similar to the use of model answers, sample answers could be provided to the students after the completion of the exercise. These samples may be generated by submission from previous classes or by students in the current class. For instance, the students may email the writing assignment to the professor. The professor can use those emails to generate a composite sample for the entire class to consider. As with the model answer, the sample serves as a base for class discussion.

A critical skill for lifelong learners is self-reflection and self-assessment. Lawyers are lifelong learners. Incorporating self-assessment not only eases grading pressures for the professor but also empowers students to assess their own work. To provide guidance, a self-assessment worksheet, such as the example below, can be provided.

Example Self-Assessment Worksheet

Identify two pages of your written assignment. Review the two pages and answer the following questions. Unless otherwise directed, write your responses on this worksheet.

1. The longest paragraph has _____ sentences, and the shortest paragraph has ______ sentences. [Write the exact number of sentences in the blanks]
Peer review also fosters a cooperative and collaborative classroom environment.\(^\text{239}\) Peer review allows students to receive individualized feedback and observe another approach to the same assignment.\(^\text{240}\) With structured peer review, the students are deputized—but within limits—to provide constructive comments. The structure offers guidance so that each student will receive substantive feedback rather than a perfunctory “good job” scrawled on the top of the excerpt. Below is an example of a structured peer review worksheet.

---


\(^{240}\) See, e.g., Kirsten K. Davis, Designing and Using Peer Review in a First-Year Legal Research and Writing Course, 9 J. LEGAL WRITING INST. 1, 3 (2003); Jo Anne Durako, Peer Editing: It’s Worth The Effort, 7 PERSPECTIVES: TEACHING LEGAL RES. & WRITING 73, 74-77 (1999). CLEA’s Best Practices also identifies peer review as one method of providing formative assessment. STUCKEY ET AL., supra note 103, at 56.
Example of Structured Peer Review Worksheet

You will be switching draft engagement letters with a colleague in the class. Once you have switched drafts, review your colleague’s draft and complete the following questions. Unless otherwise directed, write your responses on this worksheet. The draft and this worksheet will be given to the author.

(1) The number of times first person (I, We) is used: ____________.
(2) The number of times second person (You) is used: ____________.
(3) The number of times the client’s name is used: ____________.
(4) The longest paragraph has _____ sentences, and the shortest paragraph has _____ sentences. [write the exact number of sentences in the blanks]
(5) The longest sentence has ______ words, and the shortest sentence has ______ words. [write the exact number of words in the blanks]
(6) Other than professional, I would describe the overall tone of the draft as: ____________________.
(7) Write one sentence that you consider to be one of the strongest: [write complete sentence as it appears in the original paragraph]
(8) Explain why you selected the sentence in the immediately preceding question:
(9) Write one sentence that you consider needs the most revision: [write complete sentence as it appears in the original paragraph]
(10) Explain why the sentence is the most in need of revision:
(11) Write a possible revision of the sentence that addresses the concern in the preceding question:
(12) Select the word or phrase that you would most like to incorporate into your letter:
(13) What, if anything, is missing from the excerpt: [insert topics, concepts, phrases, or words that could be included in the paragraph]
(14) Circle any grammar, punctuation, or spelling mistakes on the original.
(15) Write any additional comments in the space below:
Rubrics and checklists provide the students with explicit evaluation criteria and can come in many forms. The rubrics and checklists can be used by students before the submission of a writing assignment and by the professor when providing feedback on the assignment.

IV. CONCLUSION

Learning is best when students are self-regulating, engaged, and motivated learners, and when the learning process is active, experiential, collaborative, and reflective. This article presents a blueprint for the classroom of the future in a manner that cultivates learning. Writing exercises engage students and enhance learning to better prepare students for the practice of law.

242. See id. at 6.